Firms have tried an amazing range of things…
Firms have tried an amazing range of things that firms have tried to get people involved in business development. And, I’m told, they haven’t worked as well as people hoped they would. They don’t seem to elicit enthusiastic participation in business-getting.

Firms do not address the central question that non-participants have: “Why should I get involved in all this?” Firms keep trying to prove to people why their efforts would be good for the firm or because it will make them rich. Typically, this motivation is accomplished simply by announcing that those who bring in business will be rewarded. And that’s it! They just say, “Do it and we’ll pay you!”

Firms do not address the central question that non-participants have: “Why should I get involved in all this?”

Not only are these appeals not always effective but, perhaps surprisingly, encouraging professionals to put effort into business development primarily for the money turns out to backfire badly. Frequently, less money is earned, not more.

By paying someone to do something, (or getting them to focus on the pay as the primary motivation for doing it) you are effectively saying: “Don’t throw yourself into this because it has any meaning or purpose for you. Ignore those things. Do it for the money.”

People who are doing things primarily for rewards do them less well than those who are motivated by the meaning, purpose, fulfillment and fun they find in the effort.
If you don’t love what you do or those you do it for, why would you want to go out and get more of it? The traditional answer is, of course, “Because they’ll pay me if I do. They’ll pay me to do stuff I have no feelings for, for people I don’t care for!” And that, of course, is the dictionary definition of prostitution.

The more you can really care about the work you do and the clients you serve, the more noticeable this will be to clients, and the more likely it is that you will be hired—by people you can care about for work that engages you!

People who are doing things primarily for rewards do them less well than those who are motivated by the meaning, purpose, fulfillment and fun they find in the effort.

A large part of the problem in many firms is that there is no credit within the systems or culture of many firms for marketing contributions that cannot be linked to ‘winning’ a specific piece of business.

Not surprisingly, this mentality leads everyone to under invest in articles, seminars, innovative ideas and the like, and rush instead to “selling” activities. They start approaching prospective clients with an overeager rush of “Do you want to do it?”—which is not usually a recipe for success! What all these problems have in common is that firms are not only “in it only for the money,” but they want the money now!

They’ll pay me to do stuff I have no feelings for, for people I don’t care for!” And that, of course, is the dictionary definition of prostitution.
Management needs to start saying, “Let’s do it as if we were planning to be in business for a long time. Let’s do it to really be helpful and valuable to people we can care about, and let’s have more fun and fulfillment!” Then they will be able to say, “Oh, and by the way, a wonderful consequence will follow—clients will love it and we will get richer!”

What all these problems have in common is that firms are not only “in it only for the money,” but they want the money now!
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